	
  

JEAN-BAPTISTE ARENA
Country: France
Region: Corsica
Appellation(s): Vin de France, Muscat du Cap Corse
Producer: Jean-Baptiste Arena
Founded: 2014
Annual Production: N/A
Farming: Organic
Website: N/A

The path to becoming a vigneron was a natural one for Jean-Baptiste Arena, son of famed Corsican
producer Antoine Arena. Growing up at the family domaine in Patrimonio, Jean-Baptiste enjoyed
constant exposure to the wine world through his father’s work, gaining invaluable experience
through sales trips to Parisian wine bars and other public tastings with vigneron friends all over
Europe—not to mention what he picked up in his very own backyard.
Though he attended law school in Nice after studying viticulture in Bastia, the draw back to the Ile de
Beauté proved irresistible, and following a harvest internship in Burgundy, he ultimately returned
home in 2001 to join the family domaine. “This happened naturally, as our parents had transmitted
their love and passion for this land and everything that springs from it,” Jean-Baptiste discloses.
As of the 2014 vintage, the Arenas have divided their holdings evenly between Antoine, JeanBaptiste, and his younger brother, Antoine-Marie. In a typically Corsican spirit of self-reliance,
Antoine’s sons will carry on the family tradition through their very own domaines, enjoying the
autonomy to work the way they desire while maintaining close family bonds and a free exchange of
ideas. Choosing who would work which of the family’s numerous lieux-dits proved an easier task
than one might expect. In fact, the three easily agreed as to how they should divvy up the Arena
holdings, each claiming his favorite parcels to look after independently.
Jean-Baptiste explains, “We will continue to work together all while maintaining our independence.
The general philosophy will not change—namely, farming will be 100% organic and vinifications
will occur without any additions, save a little sulfites for the whites.” Embracing his father’s respect
for the land, Jean-Baptiste will also welcome the liberty of taking the initiative with ideas of his own.
His first step is to improve his working conditions: “Two new cellars are in the works; mine is
destined for stocking and aging, while I will continue to vinify in the family’s historic cellars.”
Additional plans are in place to experiment with new fermentation vessels. The future is certainly
bright for this impassioned young talent, leaving no doubt the Arena legacy will live on through
Jean-Baptiste, symbolizing the best that Corsica’s terroir has to offer.
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JEAN-BAPTISTE ARENA (continued)
Wine

Blend¹

Vine Age

Vin de France Blanc
Vermentinu
60 years
Grotte di Sole
Muscat de Cap Corse
Planted in 1982,
Muscat
Grotte di Sole
1992, 1995
¹ Corsican spellings of grape varietals
* “ha”=hectares; one hectare equals roughly two and a half acres

Soil Type

Vineyard
Area*

Clay, Limestone

1 ha

Clay, Limestone

1 ha

VITICULTURE / VINIFICATION
•
•
•
•
•

All grapes are harvested by hand
Indigenous yeast fermentation
Primary and secondary fermentation in stainless steel tanks
Vin de France Blanc Grotte di Sole ages for 1 year
Muscat de Cap Corse Grotte di Sole is a muted wine that ages for 2 months in stainless steel
tank
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